February 2012
Ken Hayes Jr., of Ada Michigan,
was kind enough “ to share with
those who care” this 1960ish brochure. “The Hayes family started
sailing rebels at the GRYC in the
1950's. We owned Rebel #335

until fire destroyed the hull in
1986.” Since then the Hayes family sailed a Rebel built in 1969
with 335’s standing and running
rigging. “Ed Bauer our friend and
neighbor sailed rebel #1000 until
a few years ago when he sold it.
Rebel # 1000 now carries the
original mast /boom from #
335 and the sails from the 1969
Rebel. I don't know who bought
that boat ,but in hind site, we
should have dumped the 69 and
kept Ed’s boat. I’ve read with
great interest the many stories of
rebel sailors on your site. Nice
job!
Thanks.”
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Such is the enthusiasm for sailing and the Rebel Nationals that CLYC is considering hosting a weekend
regatta on July 7th and 8th that would include Rebels.
Whether this a Class or Portsmouth event is dependent
on what type of feedback their Board receives.
To that end, in correspondence with NRCA Board
members and Fleet Captains, we have been discussing
varies “ideas” to support this effort to again showcase
our class. Of those one would be to run a ‘seniorjunior’ for the 16 to 24 age group during that regatta.
To encourage participation from college and high
school sailing clubs the NRCA has discussed covering
Rainbows shown mightily during Clark Lake’s 2011 entry fees and on-sight meals for 10 Rebel boat crews.
In addition, a yet to be specified donation by the
annual invitational matching the vibrant colours of
NRCA to the participating clubs may be made depending on the feedback we receive.
On one level we are making the logistics pretty easy
for the student-sailor. There is no boat to tow and
nothing but camping gear to lug around with free food
to boot. All they really have to do is show up! Unfortunately my experience with “students” suggests that
showing up is probably the most difficult thing they
sails and boats alike. With a 50+ year regatta tradition built by Rebel Corinthians such as Rex Pierson, for them to do. Particularly if it happens to before the
Don Robinson, Tim Dowling and Stew Barnett, Clark crack of noon. Nonetheless, we are supporting another
effort to generate yet another sailing opportunity for
Lake Yacht Club (CLYC) and Rebel Fleet 2 are already building momentum to what we believe will be the Rebel family.
a sailing experience for the ages. Mostly because its
been ages since we have had a national event on Clark
Lake. So July 8-14 is our 2012 Rebel Nationals.
In truth, there are a multitude of factors that when
combined with that tradition that hold promise on a
number of levels. Last year CLYC embarked on two
new sailing endeavors that meant a new “Open Series” based the Portsmouth ratings and new association with the Adrian College Sailing Club (ACSC).
While the genesis of these ideas are a response to the
messages of the US Sailing Yacht Club Summit, they
have a much larger community foundation.
Three years prior the Clark Lake Community Association and the Raft-O-Rama Committee asked CLYC
to join the fun by hosting the Sail-O-Rama. Since
then CLYC has not only run the fun race, they host
kayak races as well. These activities all occur in the
weekends following our schedule of July 8th trough
12th, creating a unique opportunity to showcase the
Rebel family to a celebrating community.
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Logistically the NRCA would have to borrow 10 Mark
V’s to create this opportunity, but in doing so eliminates 10 potential boats for the weekend. The tradeoff is made doable since we have a group of sailors
whose schedule permits only weekend racing and others who enjoy the nine to ten weekday race format. In
fact, may be those who allow their boats to be borrowed would volunteer to help with race management.
To simplify race management this Sr-Jr series should
be run within the Portsmouth format or grouped in an
all Rebel class event depending on the how the regatta
is finally arranged by CLYC.

… above, as he sailed away as the initial have boat
will travel recipient. Bill suggests the following
Looking forward to sailing on Clark Lake necessitates guidelines: “This trophy is to be awarded to the Rebel
a shout out to the Awosting Rowing Club in hopes that Skipper or Crew who sailed in the most Rebel events
their families are ready for a quick trip to Rock Hall in away from their home club since the last Rebel Nationals.
In case of a tie, award to the Rebel sailor whose accumulated final placement in those Regattas results in
the lowest number of points (i.e.: second place in a
regatta equals 2 points). In case of another tie, award
to the Rebel sailor who finished highest in the current
Rebel Nationals. The home club of unaffiliated Rebel
sailors will be the club closest to their residence.”
Thanks Bill. Right now Clark Lake, Des Plaines,
Reed Lake and Rock Hall make up our travel series.
According to Jim Best by way of Uncle Al “The Bayview One Design Regatta is scheduled for June 1, 2,
June of 2012. Rock Hall would be the last event for in and 3. In the past it has been our NOOD regatta and a
the competition for “HAVE BOAT WILL TRAVEL TRO- keel boat event. Due to the cost from the organization
PHY” created by Bill Selick.
that puts on the NOOD Regattas and the fact that we
have traditionally done most of the work the club has
Back when we were discussing an old handicap sysdecided to do it on our own.
tem our Class used, Bill offered to provide the trophy.
In my mind that meant a recycled sixties’ era beauty, Having said that, the club has decided to invite dinbut not to Bill. Neil Robb shares the smile of surprise, ghies. The dinghies will race in the river in front of the
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...club. I have raced there many times and it's great.

Or, as Jim Best put it 2 or 3 days? (b1now@juno.com)
Again, we appreciate Al Schonborn including the
NRCA when new opportunities to sail arise. Pictured
in the previous column, Al is racing on Clark Lake
during the Wayfarer U.S. Nationals in September
2011. We extend our congratulations since the “2011
Storer Trophy goes to Uncle Al plus two Michiganders, Tony Krauss and Shannon Shank. The trio above
has won the Wayfarer equivalent of the Gold Cup. To
win this award, Shannon, Tony and Al compiled the
best aggregate score in our 2011 majors: the North
Americans, the Ontario’s as well as the Canadian and
U.S. Nationals.” And we applaud his continued efforts to keep our Rebel class pictured on the internet.
Please check out: http://www.wayfarercanada.org/00Rebels.on.line/11Rebel_Nats/11RN_index2.html,
for a great pictorial of our 2011 Nationals in Greenwood Lake by the Awosting Yacht Squadron.

When the wind is light in the lake there is often more
air in the river due to the funneling affect.

Right now our 2011 Rex Pierson recipient is most
likely on his way to Eustis, Florida for a Wayfarer Re-

When I heard that BYC was inviting dinghies I
thought it would be perfect for the Wayfarer. All the
class has to do is show up! It is a 3 day event with excellent race committee, food and alcohol. Who could
ask for anything more? Some of the classes will only
be racing on Saturday and Sunday so if that would be
better it can be arranged. I have a class coordinators
meeting this week and will represent the Wayfarer
class if you all thing the Wayfarer's will participate
Nick has guaranteed at least 15 boats! Let me know
what you think about 2 or 3 days?
We have never had tents at the yacht club, we don't
have much lawn but RV's have always been welcome.
There are bathrooms with showers. I am sure tents
could be pitched in Nick's back yard. He is only a few
miles from the club.”
BYC is of course on the Detroit River which great for
our Midwestern fleets but not so happy for our friends
along the Atlantic Seaboard. Nonetheless, we should
be able to put at least a dozen boats on the water.
gatta that the Rebels have been invited to attend. It
Please take a few moments to look at the Club’s web
page and let me know what you think:

was Glenda Libby sailing “QT” with the Lake Eustis
http://www.byc.com/Default.aspx?
Sailing Club who extended the original invitation to
p=DynamicModule&pageid=342748&ssid=244072&vnf=1 join their annual regatta. Her latest e-mail continues
her encouragement for us to join them.
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“I'm sure one of these days I'll get to see a fleet of Rebels on Lake Eustis! Build it, and they will come! We
have a great destination to not only race but enjoy central FL. I'm sure we'll make it happen one of these
years!
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Vice Commodore John Washburn
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Sailed QT (above) in Oct. from Melbourne to Sebastian Inlet spoil islands for a fun 2 day camping trip,
then in Nov., towed her behind my friends Hunter 34'
for a fun weeklong sailing adventure and gathering
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with all my trailer sailor friends. You can share the
link w/everyone if they would enjoy seeing how much
fun my Rebel is providing and just how many wonderful places you can explore with them. http://ftp.ij.net/
wctss/wctss/photos76.html and also http://ftp.ij.net/
wctss/wctss/photos78.html . Just a little photo gallery
of a great mix of boats and sailors!

bill@selick.com

Fleet 26 Coldwater Lake, MI
Jack Sanderson
Fleet 27 Roanoke, VA
Fleet ## Lake Fenton, MI
Kevin Nickels

Also, let everyone know, if they are in this area, please
feel-free to email me and if I'm in town, I'd be happy
to show them around the lake and even take a sail on
my old, faithful Rebel, or my MC Scow, just whichever one I have at the club at that time!”

Rabble Photographers:
Sharon M. Nowak nowaksharon3@yahoo.com
Al Schoenborn uncle-al3854@cogeco.ca
Official Builder Nickels Boat Works Flint, MI
810/767-4050 hugh@nickelsboats.com

Thank you for yet another offer to sail on your pond.
It is something that the Rebel Class needs to do. Our
Class will only be as renowned as it is depending on
the individual journeys we make to meet new friends.
And it is sure good to know that we have places to go.

Rebel Website Originator Chris Fromme
Web-Skipper: Neil Robb nerobb@mtu.edu

Beyond joining the “have boat will travel” competition, how else would any of our Rebel sailors recommend we continue our sixty-+ year tradition of Rebel
sailing? Send your answers Sail side up! And with fair
winds for all.

Visit the Rebel Website
http://www.rebelsailor.com

Obtain a copy of the Constitution
www.rebelsailor.com/constitutnbylaws.7.15.2002.pdf
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continued from previous column

… give us an idea and we will try to figure something out. For that can do kind of spirit we need to
give a shout to Mike Smith for doing just that. A
while back Les Shelton, of Youngsville N.C., had
“picked up Spindrift Rebel, Hull # 4131. And, I have
a problem with the mast step and the boat has been
holed and needs to have some fiberglass work done
to fix a poor repair. This mast step has the ball attached to the bottom of mast with the socket on

COMMODORE’S CORNER
With the fond memories of sailing on Greenwood Lake
to warm a chilled Michigander, the mind ponders how
do we get our young sailors to return—to the boat their
fathers, grand-fathers and great-grand-fathers choose to
sail for over six-decades. Not bad for the “New All
Plastic Fiberglass Boat” that woody-owners thought
was some kind of fad. But still, with out youth we may
gray away becoming an artifact of a bygone era.

deck. The deck part of the mast step appears to be
missing a top plate.” While Les thinks the Rebel “it
would be a Fun Boat to sail at the lake” he can’t do
it with out some help.

Fortunately Mike has the same of inverted mast with
Which only begs the question, as to why have our Jun- the ball on mast’s bottom and had to have his reior competitors not returned? Maybe because we haven’t asked them?! So all of young men and women consider yourself invited to sail at any and all of our regattas. We would especially like to see you compete once
more at our national regatta. Should you not already be
a member of your college’s sailing club, take time to at
least invite them to read our Rabble! You never know
how close a great crew or skipper could be.
To that end I see no reason not to offer this group the
same weekend deal we have suggested for members of
college or high school club members excepting the paired as well. With this drawing and pictures from
boat. I don’t think we could reasonably expect to be
loaned more than ten to twelve boats. Even that may
be optimistic, but we’ll never know unless we give it a
go.

NICKELS BOAT WORKS

Sometimes I wonder if anyone is really listening.
Really, few members of our group offer feedback and
even fewer offer suggestions. So say something, seriously,
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1871 Tower Street
Flint, MI 48503

Phone: 810 767-4050
Fax: 810 767-4060

NATIONAL REBEL CLASS ASSOCIATION Treasurers Report
as of December 31, 2011
Account
Number
400
401
402
403
410
415
416
420
430
480
490
491
492
493

500
501
509
510
511
512
520
521
522
530
540
550
554
555
556
566
567
568
570
571
586
587
590
595
597
599

2011
Budget
INCOME
Dues - Active Members
Dues - Associate Members
Dues - Additional Amount
Dues - Prior Year
Advertising Revenues
Royalties - Sail @ $10
Royalties - Boat @ $25
Sale of Patches
Trophy Fees - Nationals
Interest Income
Contributions - Members
Contributions - Scholarships
Contributions - Fleets
Nationals - Other income
Total Income
EXPENSES
Scholarships
Donations by NRCA
Rabble Editor Expenses
Rabble Postage
Rabble Printing
History Printing
Members Roster Printing
Constitution Bylaws Printing
Membership Cards
Class Development
New Member Expense
Nationals - Trophy Expense
Junior Nationals - Trophies
Junior Nationals - Other
Nationals - Other Expense
Postage - Treasurer
Printing & Supplies - Treasurer
Telephone - Treasurer
Rebel Patch Expense
Rebel Decal Expense
Dues to US Sailing
Delegate to US Sailing
Mold maintenance
Spring Meeting Expense
Miscellaneous Expense
Ray Greene Memorial
Total Expense
Surplus or (Deficit)

July - December
Transactions

Year To
Date

Year To Date
Variance

$2,700.00
$720.00
$0.00
$0.00
$160.00
$150.00
$0.00
$25.00
$550.00
$100.00
$550.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$4,955.00

$150.00
$30.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$90.00
$0.00
$0.00
$475.00
$52.69
$135.00
$0.00
$25.00
$0.00
$957.69

$2,325.00
$570.00
$0.00
$0.00
$185.00
$120.00
$0.00
$0.00
$475.00
$96.34
$575.01
$0.00
$25.00
$0.00
$4,371.35

($375.00)
($150.00)
$0.00
$0.00
$25.00
($30.00)
$0.00
($25.00)
($75.00)
($3.66)
$25.01
$0.00
$25.00
$0.00
($583.65)

$200.00
$150.00
$0.00
$370.00
$2,500.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$700.00
$0.00
$700.00
$225.00
$100.00
$150.00
$200.00
$140.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$125.00
$100.00
$600.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$6,260.00

$0.00
$410.00
$0.00
$123.19
$401.62
$0.00
$8.35
$0.00
$0.00
$280.00
$0.00
$0.00
$19.60
$0.00
$0.00
$2.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$125.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$35.97
$0.00
$1,405.73

$0.00
$410.00
$0.00
$317.56
$1,697.62
$0.00
$8.35
$0.00
$0.00
$700.00
$0.00
$483.50
$147.10
$0.00
$0.00
$191.82
$141.56
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$250.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$152.51
$0.00
$4,500.02

$200.00
($260.00)
$0.00
$52.44
$802.38
$0.00
($8.35)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$216.50
$77.90
$100.00
$150.00
$8.18
($1.56)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
($125.00)
$100.00
$600.00
$0.00
($152.51)
$0.00
$1,759.98

($1,305.00)

($448.04)

Cash at end of reporting period
$12,580.38
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($128.67)

($1,433.67)

continued from page 6

...Mike, Les was able to machine a replacement part.
While we’ve yet to see the finished repair from Les,
we have Riley and Thomas sailing at CLYC in 2011
pictured on the previous. While the nine and eight
year Smith boys did not appreciate my bellowing
from the RC, they represent the building blocks for
not only CLYC they are hopefully part of our future
as well. So let us congratulate you both on the courage to sail on a cool fall weekend and please understand that all boats were equally bellowed!
Another great help to Rebel sailors continues to be
Dave Nickels. His drawings of the Mark V (next column) and our centered board system (on the next
page) are just a pair of the little things that are done
behind the overtures from our bully-pulpit. Dave
along with Neil Robb and Measurement Committee
Chair Jack Sanderson are currently reviewing Don
Zeibig’s rebuild of another Ray Greene Rebel. Don’s
rebuild differs from Jack Bartlett’s in a number of
ways, and will have its 15 minutes of fame ...

Vermont Sailing Partners
YOUR Partner in Rebel Sailing
"Championship sails for YOUR Rebel that are proudly made in
the USA"
Contact Bill Fastiggi ~ 802-655-7245 ~ Bill@vtsailing.com

Visit us on line at www.vtsailing.com
Vermont Sailing Partners ~ 150 West Canal Street ~ Winooski, VT 05404
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You're never too old
to have a happy childhood
Nick Tanis

517-420-4359

…in a Rabble soon. We are also waiting to hear
from Ken Zelnick, Kristen M. Tsangaris, Tim Stacey, Rick Peterson, Simon Nikiforov, Peter Naeser , David Mellinger, Douglas E. Lichtenwalter,
Wayne Howell, Jon Dolson, Kelly Collins and Austin Bankert are doing with their Rebel repairs as
well. Or better, how much they enjoy their boats!
Brian Hayes Brian@od.northsails.com
Ched Proctor Ched@od.northsails.com

Advertising Rates
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A final thanks to Ken Brink for
keeping us up to date on their
$100.00 190.
270.
340.
learn to sail program in KC.
50.00 90.
135.
170.
25.00 47.
67.5
85.
“The Rebel took her first stu15.00 28.
40.5
51.
dents a few weeks ago out for
Business Cards Ads for NRCA members will be placed in lesson number one. This
year's class had sixteen stufour issues at a cost of $25.00. NRCA members only may
advertise to sell their boats and sails at no cost. Other items
dents who attended evening
for sale by NRCA members is $0.15 per word. Non-NRCA
classroom meetings at a local
members may also advertise their boats, sails and other boat- high school this spring. Then
ing items at a cost of $0.25 per word.
Advertisements are solicited for placement according to the with 3 Sweet Sixteens' and the
Rebel over 2 days, 4 instrucrates published in the Rabble.
Advertisements will be run and placed on the internet when tors took 2 students at a time
payment and copy is received.
for their first lessons on water.” The Rebel is shown
No Advertisements will be placed on the Rebel website,
here heading out for lessons. The best training boat
http://www.rebelsailor.com, without a corresponding ad in
available is our Rebel. Please enjoy your sailing, travel
the Rebel Rabble.
some and keep us up to date on your adventures.
Visit our advertisers, buy a new boat.
Cost
Full Page
Half Page
1/4 Page
1/8 Page
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National Rebel Class Association
Bruce LJJ Nowak, Editor
b1now@juno.com
PO Box 4114
Jackson, MI 49204-4114
Change Service Requested

Race, Relax in a Rebel

On the Web at http://www.rebelsailor.com

Rebels and friends on Clark Lake 2011

The Traveling Trophy Competition renews in Rock Hall, maybe Bayview, then on to the Nationals on Clark Lake July 8th—12th
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